INTRODUCTION
Let G/R be a semi-simple algebraic group over the field of real numbers. Let us denote the group of real points of G/R by G^, i. e. G^ == G (R). If K is a maximal compact subgroup of G^ then X == K\G^ is a symmetric space, we know that X is diffeomorphic to R^.Let FcG^ be a discrete subgroup without torsion, then X/F is a manifold and H, (r, R) = Hi (X/r, R)
for i e N.
If F is of finite cohomological dimension we define the Euler-Poincare characteristic of F by x(r)=2j(-iydimH,(r,R).
It is well known from differential geometry that in the case of a compact quotient X/F there is a differential form (o^ on X such that 410 G. HARDER is a generalisation of the classical formula of Gauss-Bonnet, and it is due to Allendoerfer and Well (comp. [4] ). Now the question arises whether the formula (*) holds also when the volume of X/F is finite. The goal of this paper is to show that for arithmetically defined groups F the formula (*) is true without the assumption of compactness. This is an answer to a question posed by Ono in his paper [8] .
If Fo is the group of integral points of a simply connected Chevalley scheme over the ring of integers of a number field we will give an explicit formula for % (To) (2.2). This will be done by using Langland's calculation of Tamagawa numbers for Chevalley groups. Similar calculations have been done by Ono in his paper [8] .
The problem we are dealing with here has been solved by C. L. Siegel in the special case of an orthogonal group over Q in [11] . Needless to say that the most important ideas of the present paper are already contained in Siege? s note.
The proof of (*) rests on the reduction theory of Borel and HarishChandra; I recall this theory in 1.2 in the different form given in [5] .
In the proof of (*) we need a function h: X/r -> (0, oo)
(i) h~1 ([S,oo)) is compact for S > 0; (ii) h has no small critical values.
A function h having these two properties has been constructed by Raghunathan in [9] . For the proof of (*) we need some additional properties of h, for this reason we give an explicit construction of h in 1. 3 . The idea of the proof of (*) is explained in the beginning of 1.3.
Moreover it is well known that the Killing form B is negative definite on ksc and is positive definite on p^. From this we get that the following quadratic form on Jfl^ :
B,(Y)=-B(Y,0,(Y))
for Y€0, is positive definite. It is obvious that Bx is invariant under the restriction of the adjoint action to Ka;. By right translations we get a G^-right and K^-left invariant metric dx s^ on G^. The space X is endowed with a G^-mvariant Riemannian metric. This metric is related to dx s 2 as follows : The differential of the action of G^ on X yields a linear mappinĝ r : 9^ -> T\,xf where Tx,a: is the tangent space of X in the point x. The kernel of \x is ka; and we get an isomorphism By definition of the metric on X this map is an isometry if pa; carries the metric Ba; | p,c. Let PcG be a parabolic subgroup. The group P^ = P (R) acts transitively on X. We now collect some facts concerning the restriction of the metric dx s^ to P^. These facts will be important for the study of the fundamental domain X/F.
Before doing this I want to give some remarks on root systems. Let R (P) [resp. R« (P) = U] be the radical (resp. unipotent radical) of P. Let ScR (P) be a maximal split torus. We consider the adjoint action of S on the Lie algebra g. Then we get a decomposition If we restrict the action of S to the Lie algebra u of U we get u= © uW, aeA+ where A^cA is the system of positive roots of S with respect to P. The restriction map Horn (P, G^) -> Horn (S, G^)
is not surjective in general, but it becomes an isomorphism if we tensorise with Q. If %eHom(S, Gm) we get a homomorphism It follows from the preceeding remark that this homomorphism can be extended in a canonical way to a homomorphism of P^ to (R 4 ")* which we also denote by |% : P,->(R+)*.
The character yp= ^ (dimi^.a aeA+ is the restriction of a character of P which is also denoted by fp. This character is called the sum of the positive roots of P. If Si C R (P) is another maximal split torus then S and Si are conjugate by an inner automorphism of R (P). From this we get a canonical identification between the systems of roots (positive roots) of S and Si.
After these remarks we come back to the investigation of the restriction of dx s 2 to P^. The transform P 0^-of P by the Cartan involution is opposite to P and L,,, ==P^r\Pî s a Levi subgroup of P^. Let Sx be the maximal split torus in the centre of L^, w^e apply our previous considerations to S^ and get a decomposition^= © "
(a .â^A + where n^ is of course the Lie algebra of U^ = Ru (PL-It ^^ (resp. i^.J is the Lie algebra of P^ (resp. L^J, then the following proposition holds. pyooy. -The involution ©,, leaves £^ stable. It induces on So; the mapping y \-> y~1. From this it follows that ©^ sends ti^L onto tl^. Then the proposition follows from the definition of B^ our previous remarks on the metric on X, and some well known properties of the Killing form.
We want to draw a simple consequence from this proposition. Let us consider an element p€P,. We are going to compare the restrictions of the metrics d^ s 2 
So the restriction of d^p s^ to P^ is obtained by transforming the restriction of d^s^ by the inner automorphism ad (p) of P^. Especially for the volume element d^ u on U^ which is defined by the restriction of d^ s 2 to U^ we get the formula
ponds to the empty subset. The group <& (®) of integral points of (6/© is denoted by F and we denote the group of real points by G^, i. e.
G,=G/F(g)RY
We consider a point a;eX and a parabolic subgroup P of G/F. The unipotent radical of P is denoted by U. The quotient U^/U^nF is compact. At the end of 1.1 I introduced the measure d^u on U^. We put p (x, P) = / ^x u.
Uoo/uoonr
If P is a minimal parabolic subgroup of G/F and if P^ is the maximal parabolic subgroup of type II -{ a } containing P then we put
If a€ll is a simple root, we denote by Ya the corresponding fundamental dominant weight, i. e.^^^p This follows again from the fact that Horn (P, Gm) (S) Q = Horn (S, Gm) 0 0. Let us choose such a constant Ci once for all. If xG X we call a minimal parabolic subgroup P of G/F reduced with respect to x or simply x-reduced if na (x, P) < Ci for all a e n. THEOREM 1.2.3. -There is a constant €3 > 0 having the following property : J/^GX and if P is reduced with respect to x and if n^ (^, P) < €3 for some ao€ll, then every x-reduced minimal parabolic subgroup of G/F is contained in P 10^.
Let us choose €3 > 0 once for all. We will need the compactness criterion in the following general formulation :
Let H/F be a connected affine algebraic group. Let )(^, 5^3, .,.,,%r be a basis of the character module Hom (H, G^). Let C > 1 be a real constant and H,(C)==i/i€HJC-^<|^ (7i)<C}. This is proved in [I] , 15.6. Now I want to explain the relationship between the two theorems above and the corresponding theorems in BoreRs book [1] . We start with the following trivial observation : Let us consider a point rrGX and a minimal parabolic subgroup P of G/F which is reduced with respect to x. Then for any element y € F the group y" 1 P y is reduced with respect to x y. This follows from the obvious equality
Let us choose representatives Pi, ..., P( for the F-conjugacy classes of minimal parabolic subgroups of G/F. We denote Xf == {rccX | Pi is reduced with respect to x }, 1 ^ i ^ /.
From the observation above we get The implication (ii) ==> (i) follows quite easily from the general compactness criterion stated above and the previous considerations on the theorem 1.2.2. I want to mention that in the case of Chevalley groups the proposition 1.2.4 follows directly from theorem 1.2.2 and the finiteness of the class number, in this case one does not need the general compactness criterion. Now I want to say some words on theorem 1.2.3 and at the end of these remarks I will indicate the proof of (i) => (ii) in the proceeding propostion. We consider a point rr€=X, we say that x is close to the boundary with respect to the root a € II is there is a minimal parabolic subgroup P of G/F which is reduced with respect to x, such that n^ (x, P) < €2. Let us denote by Xa the set of points in X which are close to the boundary with respect to a.
The set Xa is obviously r-invariant. Theorem 1.2.3 tells us that a point a;€=Xa determines a distinguished parabolic subgroup P^ of type 11 -{ a }, this group contains all minimal parabolic subgroups of G/F which are reduced with respect to x. Let QC G/F be a parabolic subgroup of type 11 -{ a } we put
Y^^eXalPL^Qi.
The following facts are obvious : Let us consider an example. We take G = SL (2)/Z and X = H is the upper half plane. As a minimal parabolic subgroup we takê
{^(S A) ^M^R)}.
Then we may choose our constants Ci and €2 such that Yg= {zeH Im(z)>2{.
This follows from reduction theory and the fact that p (z, Q) == ,-,-.
for all jseH. Let us have a look at the set Xa itself. The parabolic subgroups of SL (2) correspond to the point oo and to the rational points pfq on the real axis. If (p, q) = 1 we denote by Dp^cH the disc which has radius (2 ^)~2, and is touching the real axis in the point piq, then we have Xa-(^jD^)uYa°.
Of course these discs are also sets of the type Ya. Now we come back to the general case. The group r acts on X we denote by f: X-^X/r=V the natural projection of X onto its quotient under the action of F. The set Xa is r-invariant, therefore we get Xa/r = f(Xa) = Va and Xa == f-1 (Va).
We call Va the set of points in V which are close to the boundary with respect to the root a.
Let us consider a point v € Va and two points x, y in the inverse image of u. There is an element yeF such that x y == y and this implies Y-i pw ^ ^ pw g^ ^ h^ve seen that to any point u € Va corresponds a r-conjugacy class of parabolic subgroups of type II -{ a }. We choose representatives Q,, ..., Q^ for the r-conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups of type II -{ a }. Let us denote the classes themselves by [ Remarks. -1. These functions pa are related to the functions of type (P, %j in ( [I] , § 14) . Actually in our case we have ^ = ^p^ and the connection becomes clear from the relation
2. Using these functions pa one can easily derive the implication (i) ==> (ii) in proposition 1.2.4. If t^CX does not satisfy (ii) then at least one of the functions pa tends to zero on XaH^. For details, compare [5] , p. 43.
3. The set of points in X which are not close to the boundary with respect to any simple root is relatively compact mod F. On the other hand a point which is close to the boundary with respect to some simple root determines a parabolic subgroup of G/F. This observation leeds to a simple proof of the compactness criterion of Borel and Harish-Chandra (comp. [5] , 2.2).
Let us consider a set T; of simple roots. We denote X^ == ^ Xa and V^ = ^ Va.
ae^ aeÎ t is clear that a point a;€X^ determines a'parabolic subgroup Qa; of type 11 -7i of G/F and that a point PGV^ determines a r-conjugacy class of such subgroups. Let QcG/F be a parabolic subgroup of type 11-TI, hy [Q] we denote the r-conjugacy class containing it. Then we put
An obvious generalisation of our previous considerations shows that the restriction of f to Y^ yields a surjective mapping
Y^V^1
and from this map we get an isomorphism
This isomorphism will give us important informations about the structure of the sets V^. If Qi, . . ., Q^ is a set of representatives for the r-conjugary classes of subgroups of type 11 -71, then V^ is the disjoint union of the sets V^. Now I want to investigate the structure of the sets V^. As usual we denote the radical of Q by R (Q) and we put M == Q/R (Q). K. If is a maximal compact subgroup in G^y then Q^nK == Kg is a maximal compact subgroup in Q^ (this follows from the Iwasawa decomposition). By KM we denote the unique maximal compact subgroup of M^ containing the image of Kg. We have constructed a map
where X^ is the space of maximal compact subgroups of M^. This map factors through the action of Q^. Therefore we get a map
where 1^ is the image of FcQ is M^. This is an arithmetically defined group ([I], 7.13). Let PcQ be a minimal parabolic subgroup, the image of P in M is denoted by P and this is a minimal parabolic subgroup of M/F. The simple roots of M can be identified with the elements of II -TI. An equivalent of lemma 2.3.4 in [5] tells us (1.2.5)
Ha (x, P) X na (^Q (x), F) for all aeII-Tr.
Here >^ means that the quotient of both sides is bounded away from zero and infinity by a constant not depending on x, P, and Q. Let SCR(Q) be a maximal split torus. The roots aell can be restricted to S, these restrictions will be denoted by a^. We may express the roots a € ^ in terms of the roots a € 11 -Ti and the fundamental dominant weights Va corresponding to the roots a€7c. We get 
The fibers of the map r^ X ^Q are the orbits of the group
The fibers of ^X^Q are equal to these orbits divided by the action of R(QLnr, and they are compact.
Let me say a few words about the functorial properties of the diagram 1.2.10. Suppose Qi is another parabolic subgroup of type 11 -11 which is conjugate to Q under F. If Qi = y Q y-1 then this transformation yields an identification p: AxXM/rM-^AxXMjrM, Let us denote the tangent bundle of X by T, the tangent bundle of A (resp. XM) by T^ (resp. TM), and the bundles induced on X by T^ (resp. Tn) by T^ (resp. T^). The Riemannian metric gives an orthogonal decomposition T=TF©Tfi©T5.
The bundle Tp is the bundle of tangent vectors along the fibers.
The group CL acts o 11 the spaces X and AX XM. It acts on A by translations. The map ^gX^g is compatible with this action. The tangent space Ta; at the point rr€X can be identified with a quotient of the Lie algebra fflt^ of CL, we have^U^n^-^T ,,
We consider a refinement of the decomposition in proposition I.I.Î where the second decomposition is induced by p-a;. From the mapping from ffit^ to Ta; we get following isometrieŝ /^.nl^Ta,.,
By means of the isomorphisms ^ we get a natural trivialisation of TT $==Xxa and this trivialisation is compatible with the action of Q^. We may associate to any vector Z€(l a Q^-invariant vector field Z€r(X,Tt).
G. HARDER
Then we get from (1.2.9) the formula
where a' : a -> R is the differential of | a for a€^.
Let Qi be a parabolic subgroup containing Q and let II -TI^ be its type, we know ^i C ^. We have a natural inclusion Hi ===R(Qi)/R« (Qi)-H and this yielsd an imbedding di c -^ a. Using our result above we get
Remark. -In our situation we have an obvious mapping X^i -Xâ nd we get a commutative diagram
but there is no commutative diagram including also the map FQ. This is due to the fact that FQ is defined by " neglecting 59 the roots in 11 -TT. 
If (Oy is the Euler-Poincare form on V (we assume from now on that T has no torsion), then (comp. [4] )
where IIo is a form of highest degree on ^V (S). The only thing which remains to be shown is (**) lim f IIo^O.
S>oJ^.T his will be done in 2.1.
Here we are going to construct the functions G-^. This will be done by covering V by subsets V^ (CQ; I^) of V 1 ? 1 , constructing these cr^ separately on these subsets, and adding up. The decomposition of V by the sets V^ (eg, H'o) may be of independent interest (Th. 1.3.2). We look at the following diagram :
Let ^CXM/r^i be a relatively compact set. Then X (Q), Y^ (12) Proof. -It follows from the relative compactness of 12 that there are constants 0 << CQ <; CQ, such that for all rK€X (Q) there is a minimal parabolic subgroup PcM for which CQ. < Ha (^Q (x), P) < CQ for all a ell-TT.
Let PcQ be the preimage* of P then we get from (1.2.5) CQ. < Ha (x, P) < ch for all a e n -TT, where CQ, CQ are constants depending only on Q, and where x varies in X(Q). We get from (1. The second factor on the right hand side is bounded away from zero and infinity by constants depending only on Sl. So there is a constant C > 1 which depends only on ^2, such that
If n^ (x, Q) is very small then the number Uy, {x, P) is very small too. It follows from therorem 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 that any minimal parabolic subgroup P' which is reduced with respect to x must be contained in Q if n^ (x, Q) is sufficiently small. This is clear because for aell-71 the numbers riy, (x, P) are bounded from above, and for aGn the numbers TZa {x, P) are very small. Now if P' C Q is reduced with respect to x it follows from the compactness criterion (prop. 1.2.4) applied to X^i/I\ and (1.2.5) that Co 1 < na (x, P') < CQ for all a e n -n, where CQ > 1 depends only on H. Reversing our previous argument we see that for a€^ the numbers n^ {x, P') will be very small if n^ (x, Q) is very small. But if for an ^-reduced subgroup P'CQ the numbers TZa {x, P') are small for a€^, then we have by definition r^eY^. This proves the lemma.
Remark. -The difficulty in the proof of the lemma arises from the fact that we do not know a priori that Q contains a minimal parabolic subgroup which is reduced with respect to x.
If we have chosen 0 and c > 0, such that the lemma 1.3.1 holds we put
It is easily seen that the map During the proof of lemma 1.3.1 we have seen that the sets V^ (c, £1) have the following property : If u € V^ (c, Q), and if x^. X is in the preimage of y, then for any minimal parabolic subgroup P which is reduced with respect to x the numbers n^ {x, P) for aell -ri are bounded away from zero by a constant which only depends on £1.
A subset OCX^/FM is called a subset of special type if it can be described in the following way : There is a real number to > 0, such that a point v € X^/FM is in Q if and only if there is a point y € Y^ which is in the preimage of v under the map PM ° pi ° O-Q x ^o) of: Y^ -> XM/FM, and a minimal parabolic subgroup P which is reduced with respect to y, such that
Ha (x, P) > to for all a e n -TT.
Then we denote Q = (i^. It follows from theorem 1.2.3 that P C Q.
Remark. -I claim that these sets of special type are relatively compact. We know from (1.2.5) that the numbers n^ (^Q (y), P) are bounded away from zero and infinity for a^II -TC so we apply the proposition 1.2.4 for ^ C X^/F^. Moreover we havê
This is an immediate consequence of lemma 1.3.1
We have introduced the sets £1^ for technical reasons which will become clear in the proof of theorem 1.3.2 (iv).
If 7i ell we denote by 2^ the set of r-conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups of G/F which are of type II -TI. We put 2 == [ j 2^. The Txcir elements of these sets will be denoted as before by [ In the formulation of the next theorem we consider G/F itself as a parabolic subgroup which is of course of type II. I hope that the reader does not take offence at the fact that this group is " more maximal 5? than the maximal one's which are of type 11 -{a}. there exists a point r^eX in the preimage of P, a minimal parabolic subgroup P which is reduced with respect to x, and a subset TiiClI with ] Tii [ == 5, such that
Ha (x, P) > is for all a ell -Tii.
This rather technical condition garantees that eventually the condition (ii) will be fulfilled too because we have (ii)_i <=> (ii). It is clear that (ii) 17:1-1 is satisfied by our initial choice. Now we choose the sets Qg for all [Q] € 2^ with TC == s : for ^Qg we take the sets of special type .QQ===^,= ^.
Then we choose for I^Q relatively compact open sets of special type such that tIgC C^Q. Now we have to choose our constants. Before doing this I will show that the condition (ii)^_i is fulfilled automatically if the constants CQ > 0 are chosen sufficiently small. To see this let us choose the constants CQ > 0 provisorily. We consider a point U fu^^A
•",l7ti>A[Qie^: J The condition (ii), is satisfied, we can find a point x in the preimage of y, a minimal parabolic subgroup which is reduced with respect tot x, and a subset Ti^cII consisting of s elements such that
Ha (x, P) > ts for all a e n -TT.
Let Qi D P be the parabolic subgroup of type II -7-1 containing P, we may assume that Qi is the representative in its F-conjugacy class which we have chosen before. By assumption we havê WCQ,,^).
I claim that there is a root [^G^i such that np 1 {x, Q)i^^. To see this we compare the numbers nj 1 (^, Qi) and /zp (x, P) by using the formula (1.3.1.1) in the proof of lemma I.I.I. The numbers n^{x, P) for a € II -Ti are bounded between two non zero constants which depend only on our previous choices (actually these constants are ts << Ci). Then it follows from formula (1.3.1.1) that there is a constant C^> 1 which depends only on il^ such that (1.
3.1.2)
Co, 1 np (x, P) < nj 1 (x, Qi) < CQ, np (x, P) for (3 € 7:1. We choose a point rreY^ in the preimage of u. If we replace Qs by another representative in its r-conjugacy class we may also assume that €=Y^. Let P be a minimal parabolic subgroup which is reduced with respect to x. It follows from our definitions that PcQiHC^-Now let us assume that there is a root a€^i which is not contained in ^2. Roughly speaking we will get a contradiction because a^r^ yields that TZa (^5 P) is bounded away from zero, and aGrii yields that Uy, {x, P) is very close to zero. Now I will give the precise argument. In the first step I show that a^u^ implies that n^ {x, P) is bounded away from zero by a constant not depending on y, x and P. We have by definition 4^ (^) ^ ^Qa* Moreover there are constants Ci, x^ < 0 such that
This is the relation (1.2.5). The group P is reduced with respect to x and we obtain the inequality n^ \^Q,[x\ P) ^ c^ Ci where Ci is the constant in theorem 1.2.2. The compactness criterion (prop. 1.2.4) ( 2 ) This map is essentially the same map as the map denoted by ^Q, before. These two maps differ only by the projection py and therefore I denoted them by the same letter.
applied to X^/F^ shows that the number n^ (^(^), P) is bounded away from zero by a constant not depending on x, v and P. The inequality above yields that the same is true for n^ [x, P).
In the second step we make use of the fact that a 6:^1. This shows that n ^{x, Qi) < c^. But we know from the proof of lemma 1. 3 where C^ > 0 depends only on D^. If c'^ > 0 is sufficiently small we get a contradiction, and therefore we have TiiC^. Now I will prove that (iv) is fulfilled of the numbers CQ are chosen sufficiently small. We keep over the notations of our previous considerations. Let v be a point in the intersection
V^^^JnV^^,^).
We know already that TiiC^? and we may assume that Q^CQr Let yCSY^ be a point in the preimage of y. Because we have obviously Y^CYS; it follows that y€X (4, ^JcYS;. We put (y) =u^T he sets il'^ are of special type, say ^^ == ii^. By definition there is a point ^/i€Y^ in the preimage of y, and a minimal parabolic subgroup P which is reduced with respect to y^ such that Ha ((/i, P) > t's for all P e n -7:1.
From the fact that y, and yi have the same image in X^/T^ we get yq === y^ Y where ^€R(Qi)^, and yGQi^nr. We may replace P by Y" 1 ? y, and yi by yi y, therefore we may assyme that 'y == e. Now I claim that P is also reduced with respect to y. We get from proposition 1.2.1, Ha (y, P) = Ha (yq, P) == Ha (l/i P) for all a e n -7:1. Now it follows from n^ (x, Qi) ^ c^ for ae^i that ^a (?/? P) ^ €3 for a€^i if c'^ is chosen suffiently small. (This follows from a standard argument which has been used already several times.) So we have seen that P is reduced with respect to y. Then we get from our theorem 1.2.3 that PcQa. We want to show that the fiber of the map which passes though v V^^^J-^A^Jx^, is contained in V^2 1 (c^, ^). But this fiber is the image of the set {yq y€R(Q2L(l)} under the projection map. Now PcQa implies that R (C^C P. Now we apply proposition 1.2.1 again and we get a (yq, P) = na (y, P) for all a e II -TTi. Roughly speaking a^ will have the following shape : If Q is of type IT --. and a€^, then cr^ will be equal to one on Vi? (c^, ^0) and its support will be a compact subset of V^-? 3 (eg, ^0). If a^Ti the ^ will be identically zero. To be more precise we choose a C^-function
This tells us that ^ (yq)
which is equal to one on I^Q and has compact support in Qg. Then we choose a function
which is C 00 , equal to one on (0, Cg), and has support in (0, CQ -£). Then we put for a = (., Oa, .)ae^€Â This function will be extended to a C°°-function on V by zero. The extended function will also be denoted by cr^. We put
Now we may define h by the expression above Proof. -The first assertion is clear. For the second assertion we restrict h to one of the sets V^ (CQ, Qg). On this set we consider the functions^ For the proof of the last assertion we replace the function h by the function f{u) = log (A (u)). We shall see that the lenght of the derivative df\^ is bounded away from zero by a strictly positive constant if h {v} is sufficiently small. The lenght is of course taken with respect to the given riemannian metric on X.
Let me make a small remark before the proof starts. We consider two r-conjugacy classes [Qi] and [Qa]? and we suppose V^ (4, ^) nV^ (4, ^) ^ 0.
By theorem 1.3.2 we may assume that TC^C^. Let us consider a root a€TC2 -^i. The function n^ is defined on the intersection, and it follow easily from the arguments we have ussed in the proof of theorem 1.3.2 that the values of this function on the given intersection are bounded away from zero by a strictly positive constant which depends only on the choice of the sets tig. If (3 € T^, then we may consider the functions n^\ and n^ on this intersection. It follows from the same kind of arguments that the quotient of these two functions is bounded away from zero and infinity on this intersection. Now let us consider a point y€V where the value h [v} is very small. We consider all r-conjugacy classes [Qi], . . ., [Qj for whicĥ V^(CQ^) ( . = = 1 , . . . , Q .
As we have seen before there is a class, say [Qi] , and a root -aoG^i such that n^ {u) is very small. Our preceeding remark shows that we havê oG^ for all l^v^t, and that n^ (v} is small for all r^. From the definition of the function o'a we get f=^f. The function pa is given by pa == pa ° (^X ^v) where we have for a ==(..., Oa, . . •)ae'rcv^^?
pa(a,y)==pa(a)='|'Ja^3 Pe^v i. e. essentially we have to take the partial derivative with respect to the ao-th variable in A^ =} -[(R + )*. We assumed that a^ = n^ {u) is very ae^v small, an this implies that ^ does not depend on a^. Now we get
We know that the sum in the bracket is strictly positive. It follows from theorem 1.3.2 (ii), that there is an index Vo such that ^^(a)^^{u) =1. This shows that Ha, (/) \v is bounded away from zero, and the theorem is proved.
THE PROOF OF THE GAUSS-BONNET FORMULA. -I am going to
prove the limit formula (^ ^) Urn f IIg = 0.
5-^0 J^y (o)
We always assume that 8 > 0 is very small so ^V (S) is a hypersurface The first step in the proof consists in compairing the differential form IIo with the volume element 01)3 on the hypersurface ^V (S). The form o0o is nowhere zero; and therefore we may consider the ratio between these two forms. I claim (2.1.1) ^o((-log(y 1 ),
where the 0-constant and M are independent of §. The proof of (2.1.1) consists in some rather technical estimations which we shall carry through now. Let us denote the sphere bundle of unit tangent vectors at V by SV. In the following considerations we identify the tangent and the cotangent bundle on V by means of the riemannian metric. If Yi and Ya are tangent vectors at the point y€V we denote by <(Yi,Y2>^ their scalar product, and the length of Yi is denoted by || Yi ||,. If p€^V(S) the vector N, == dh -is a unit ||a"||v normal vector to <^V (S). The vector field N == n "., is defined outside _ 11^11 of a compact set (theorem 1.3.3) . This vector field of normal vectors defines a section
In his paper [4] Chern has constructed a differiential form x of degree dim V -1 on SV such that p^ (x) = II §. On SV we have a canonical riemannian metric is defined by means of the canonical symmetric connection on V. The lenght of the differential form x is bounded with respect to this metric. This is clear because x can be calculated from local data on V, and these local data are determined by the metric. The boundedness then follows from the fact that V is the quotient of a symmetric space. Let us denote by co^ the volume element of the manifold p^ (^V (S)). Our previous remark shows (2.1.2) ^^^^OO).
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Now we identify the manifolds p^ (^V (S)) and ^V (S), and we compare the forms 003 and co^. To do this we look at the differential of the map po.
For y€^V(S) we consider dp §: T^-^Tpg^),
where T^ (resp. Tpg^) is the tangent space at v [resp. po on X. This function is invariant under the action of Qv^nF and it induces on Y^/FnQ^ " = V^ the function pa-Now it follows from proposition 1.2.1 that d log (pa) is a form on X which is invariant under the action of Qv,^. But this form induces d log (pa) on VS?^, and therefore the latter vector field is even paralell, this fact will be needed later. The only non bounded terms in our expression for df^ are the functions log (pa (^)). To estimate these terms we prove the following. Proof. -Let us distinguish two cases. In the first case we assume that u is contained in a set V^ (CQ, t^), and that ae^i. Then we have by construction o"a (u) ^ 1. But then the assertion is clear because of the definition of A, and the fact that the functions pp (y)^^ are bounded from above on V. In the second case we assume yeV^CQ,^), and a 4=7:. In this case the argument is more complicated. Let x be a point in the preimage of y, and let us choose a minimal parabolic subgroup P which is reduced with respect to x. Now we express the character ^a in terms of the roots a € 11 -TI, and the fundamental dominant weights y^, with P' € 'n;. This linear expression yields as usual a multiplicative relation One glance at the numerator in question shows that it can be estimated by 0((-log8) 3 ) if ye^V(S) and [|Y||,^1. This yields the desired estimate (2.1.3).
Now we come to the last step in the proof of our limit formula, this is the estimation of the volume of ^V (S). Actually we will prove that there are constant Mi ^ 0 and T] >> 0 such that (2.1.6) f cog == 0 (^. (-log (^0.
WO)
Once this is proved, then our limit formula follows easily from our previous estimate (2.1.1).
To any point v € V we may associate a set TI (v} of simple roots, and a class [Qje2^) such that where ^ is the volume element on U (S) (this will be specified later), and where g (u) is the volume of the fiber Fo 1 (u). The point of the whole story is that these fibers " shrink 9? very rapidly if S tends to zero (Lemma 2.1.8). The reason for this " shrinking of the fibers 5? is that their volume is essentially equal to the number p (u) == p (y, Q) and we will see that this tends to zero as fast as 8^.
The next step consists in the proof of the formula where T^a (resp. (TM,^) is the tangent space of A (resp. Xjn) in the point a (resp. x). The restriction of the metric on Tx^ to T^ O) T^ yields a well defined metric on T^, © T^.. This metric is well defined because the metric on the tangent bundle Tv is invariant under the action of 0 .
Therefore we have constructed a riemannian metric on AxXjn which is invariant under the action of Q^, and which is ,, nicely adapted ?) to the metric on X.
Let us choose an open neighbourhood V^ of VQ in V^ (eg, Qo) such that the assertions of lemma 2.1.7 are still true for the extended map FQ : V^ A (c^) X ^Q. Let us denote FQ (V$) = U* and let V^ (S) [resp. U* ( §)] be the hypersurfaces defined by h {u) = S [resp. h (u) = 8] in V^ (resp. U*). Let co^ be the volume element on U* (S) which is defined by the metric we have constructed above. From the decomposition of the tangent bundle of V^ which is induced by the decomposition of Tx we obtain^ = ^ A FS (c^-),
where CDy is the volume element on the fibers. This implies the formula we wanted to prove. We have seen that for proof of (2.1.6) it suffices to show r ^=o((-iog^). We denote / == log (h) and /Q == log (^g). Now let us consider a point (a, u) ==(..., a^, . . ., y) € A (eg) X ^Q. We assume that the coordinate a^ is very small. Then I claim / ^Q ^0 .jf , -^û tao (a,v) and if (a, u) € U, ,/ ^/Q ^ r ^ ô o^-^t, > u, ao (a,u) where C is a constant not depending on (a, u) € U provided a^ is small enough. To see this we go back into the proof of theorem 1. The sum defining /Q is a part of the sum defining/, and this proves the first statement. The second statement has already been stated in the proof of theorem 1.3.3. For the estimation of the volume we divide the sets U and U (S) into pieces Ua, = { u e U | u == (..., aa, ..., v\ a^ ^ fla for all a e TT j, Ua^)=U(^)nU.
We put 
which joins these two points. Then we necessarily have {a, u) = (a', u).
Now we identify V^ (S) w^th its image <y^ (U^ (S)) ^ U^ (8), and we compare the volume element co^ with the volume element co^* on U^ (8) . and this implies the limit formula (**).
2.2. EXPLICIT CALCULATIONS FOR CHEVALLEY GROUPS. -Let F be an algebraic number field, the ring of integers of F will be denoted by ®. We consider a simple, simply connected Chevalley scheme G/© and we denote by Fo the group of its integral points. Again we denote the group of its real points G (L (g) oR) by G^ and the variety of maximal compact subgroups of G^ by X. Let rcFo be a subgroup of finite index operating freely on X. Then it follows from 2.1 f ^x=x(r).
X/L
We now put j (To) = [To : F]-1 j (To) and get f ^x=x(ro), x/Fo I want to give an explicit expression for this integral. For this purpose we may assume that F is totally real, otherwise the form (Ox ls identically zero and we only get ^ (To) = 0. Let us take a left invariant differential form GO on G/® of highest degree whose reduction mod p is not zero for
